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SWE01 
Tier 3 designed 
facilities with excellent 
connectivity
atNorth’s state-of-the-art data center, SWE01, 
is located in Kista (a suburb of Stockholm), and 
the largest Information and Communications 
Technology cluster in Europe. The data center 
is just a stone’s throw away from Arlanda 
International Airport and a short train/car ride from 
Stockholm city center.

The data center provides more than 2,800 SQM 
of white technical space and is constructed of a 
concrete frame arranged on two levels. SWE01 
is a highly connected and secure colocation 
data center powered by energy from renewable 
sources. This resilient and reliable location is 
perfect for enterprises and clouds looking for fast 
growth and scalable colocation.

SWE01 data center facility was precisely 
constructed for high density workloads and is   
unique in its design, with a primary cooling system 
created specifically to maximize heat recovery, 
utilizing liquid cooling technology.

Extreme power density
Up to 40kW air cooled / 100kw liquid cooled

High energy efficiency
Heat reuse to lower CO2 footprint

Excellent connectivity
Fast and reliable Pan-European connectivity

Ultra secure
Tier 3 design - Protection 3 
(Swedish Class 3 Compliant)
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Facility SWE01 DC

Gross Space 6,400 SQM

Available capacity 12 MW

Number of racks Up to 1200

Power and Cooling DC Pro1

Redundant power supply Yes

UPS systems Yes

Diesel backup generators Yes

Carbon free (green) energy Yes

Cooling system Heat Recovery 
System

Air cooled rack density up to 30kW

Liquid cooled rack density + 80 kW

Energy efficiency Heat Reuse

Security

Smoke & fire detection systems Yes

Fire suppression systems Yes

Secure perimeter and access 
layers

Yes

Registered access control Yes

Active access logging and anti-
passback

Yes

Security & operational 
monitoring

Yes

Certifications

ISO/IEC 27001:2013 - Information 
Management Security

Yes

Redundancy Design Tier 3

Additional Facilities

Hot desks available for 
customers 

Yes

Latency (round trip)

Frankfurt 19.5 ms

London 19.9 ms

Amsterdam 18.8 ms

Paris 21.5 ms

Copenhagen 16.5 ms

Oslo 16.9 ms
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To find out more, get in touch at:
atNorth Sales
sales@atnorth.com 
+354 539 3282
atnorth.com

atNorth is a leading Pan-Nordic data center 
services company offering sustainable, cost-
effective, and scalable co-location and high-
performance computing services across Iceland, 
Sweden, Finland and Denmark. The company 
operates seven data centers in strategic 
locations across the Nordics, with three further 
sites under construction. 
With sustainability at its core, atNorth’s data 
centers are powered by energy from renewable  
sources and support circular economy 
principles. All atNorth sites leverage innovative 
design, power efficiency, and intelligent 
operations to provide long-term infrastructure 
and flexible colocation deployments.
atNorth is headquartered in Reykjavik, Iceland, 
and is trusted by industry-leading organizations 
to operate their most critical workloads. The 
business was founded in 2009 and acquired by 
Partners Group in 2022. 

1. DCPro, our Tier 3 designed facilities give you the ultimate flexibility to 
get the most cost efficient colocation for your infrastructure.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/atnorth/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCJVYlZk9MD-VrbRWfZJ1zIg

